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Quantitative analysis of biomolecular interactions can contribute to fundamental
investigation of proteins and can provide information about their ability to
accommodate various ligands. Fluorescence polarization (FP) is a method for rapid and
non-destructive quantification of the association of small fluorescent ligands with a
larger biomolecules in a real time [1]. Here we describe FP-based quantitative analysis
of binding kinetics of selected HaloTag ligands into haloalkane dehalogenase enzymes.
Haloalkane dehalogenases have wide range of applications in bioremediation,
biosensing of subsurface pollutants, biosynthesis of optically pure chemicals, cellular
imaging and protein analysis. Active sites of these enzymes are deeply buried in the
protein core and connected with the surrounding solvent by several access tunnels [2].
Modification of protein tunnels by mutagenesis has emerged as a novel strategy to alter
properties such as activity, specificity or selectivity of enzymes with buried active sites
[3-4]. Binding behavior of a set of biochemically characterized variants of haloalkane
dehalogenase DhaA and LinB with modified access tunnels were investigated. Our
results revealed that FP method can sense the differences in binding kinetics of tested
ligands with various haloalkane dehalogenases based on the nature of introduced
mutations in their access tunnels. The differences in binding kinetics were detected even
when a single point mutation was introduced in the access tunnel. Moreover, the
binding kinetics was found to be influenced by the type of fluorescent ligand employed
during the binding reaction. The method has a good potential for analysis of
accessibility of tunnels and active sites in enzymes forming covalent intermediates and
for medium-throughput screening of enzyme libraries to identify mutant candidates with
optimal tunnel geometry. The site-saturation mutagenesis library of haloalkane
dehalogenase DhaA31 [5] was constructed and screened using FP method to identify the
variants displaying improved binding kinetics. The results of the screening and
characterization of hits will be presented at the conference.
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